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Jean Grey
Chapter 1

Every day I wake up, my body broken.
Screaming in my head. The screaming never stops.
It is from what the Borg did to me. There is also the screaming of others, for I am
connected to a great many minds via the implants. At all times I hear the Borg.
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Phil sees a psychologist
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Jean Grey
Chapter 2

The Borg created the monster
I was three and a half years old at the time. It should not have been possible to survive
it, but I did. However it shattered my psyche, opening a rift deep down in my mind.
Impossibly deep.
The deeper one goes in consciousness the greater the psychic power. At the level of
depth that my mind was shattered to, the psychic power is enormous. The Borg
created the monster. And opened the way to creating the first X-Man in history.
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Jean Grey
Chapter 3

At that depth of consciousness the mind is in what
Jungian psychologists call the Shadow
There is no reason at that depth of consciousness. Only fury. Madness. Rage. Insanity.
I locked my mind down as a child to protect myself. Shut parts of my mind down.
This has led to memory blocks all through my life. I am Jason Borne.
And it led me to dedicate my life to the pursuit of healing, meditation and the study of
the mind. No one in history has gone deeper in consciousness than me. No one.
I am Professor X.
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Jean Grey
Chapter 4

All my life I have sought stillness of mind. Avoided
confrontation. Aggressive people.
At least I tried. I may have avoided aggressive people. But they did not always avoid
me.
My need to heal what happened to me drove me deeper in mediation than anyone has
gone in history. I achieved Enlightenment in 2002 but it was not enough. I achieved
the Tao in 2012 but it was still not enough. I still could not stop the screaming in my
head. I had achieved the highest level of Enlightenment in history, but it was still not
enough.
But at least I had it under control.
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Jean Grey
Chapter 5

And then the war exploded with the Borg
It was triggered by my having achieved Ascension, for now I was at the level where I
could challenge the Borg. I was good, I was making progress, but the Borg hit me and
hit me hard.
They awakened the monster.
I had spent my life learning how to shut it down. But they awoke the monster.
Phenomenal psychic power. Which is what created the world’s first X-Man.
The Borg created John Connor. They created the monster.
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Jean Grey
Chapter 6

I am Jean Grey
Most of my mind is currently insane. I have locked those parts down until I can find a
way to heal them. The rest of my mind is sane. I can control it.
Kind of.
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The Balance
Chapter 1

That’s why I need this. I’m looking for the balance.
Understand?
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Frankenstein

End of Part II
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